Crusher Spares (Australia) now stocking full range of modern crushing and screening equipment.
Supplied as a bare unit or complete with support structures, (fixed plant, mobile modular plant or track mounted).
We offer quality cost effective plant and equipment to suit all budgets and requirements from 50tph up to 1500tph.
Our highly skilled staff can help with plant design and recommendations, whether it be upgrading machinery in an
existing plant, or designing a complete new turnkey crushing plant.

PEV600X900 SINGLE TOGGLE JAW CRUSHER
IN STOCK $85,000+GST
PEV- series single toggle jaw crushers are an overhead eccentric, single toggle jaw crusher.
Reliable and efficient design suitable for all primary mining, quarry and recycling
applications.
Key features include: high production, high reduction ratio, bolted main frame design,
reversible jaw plates, easy maintenance, hydraulic and manual adjustment.
MODEL/SIZE
POWER
Feed opening
CSS
CAPACITY
WEIGHT
PEV600X900
90 KW
600X900mm
60-175mm
120-455tph
12500KG

PYY200 SINGLE CYLINDER HYDRAULIC CONE CRUSHER
IN STOCK $175,000+GST
PYY- series single cylinder hydraulic cone crusher is a highly versatile crusher design
suitable for secondary or tertiary crushing in quarry and mining applications.
Crusher is characterized by high tonnage output, compact structure design, low operating
and maintenance costs, with a wide range of applications and high utilization rate.
MODEL/SIZE
PYY200

POWER
160KW

Feed opening
32mm-180mm

CSS
6mm-35mm

CAPACITY
65-200tph

WEIGHT
10600KG

3YK1860 3 DECK VIBRATING SCREEN
IN STOCK $65,000+GST
YK- series vibrating screen is a basic robust design with the screen bed connected by bolts
to effectively avoid welding stress. The support structure, walkways and hand rails are also
bolted and designed for easy assembly and disassembly for maintenance and transport.
Screens available in sizes 1500X5000mm up to 2500X7000mm
MODEL/SIZE
3KY1860

POWER
30kw

WIDTH X LENGTH
1800mm X 6000mm

CAPACITY
50-400tph

WEIGHT
8500KG

ZSW9538 VIBRATING FEEDER
IN STOCK $45,000+GST
ZSW- series vibrating feeder is featured by stable vibration, reliable operation and long
service life. The vibrating feeder is driven by a twin eccentric shaft mechanism displaying
excellent performance, low noise, reduced power consumption and easy adjustment.
Feeders available in sizes from 3800X950mm to 6000X2000mm
MODEL/SIZE
ZSW9538

POWER
18.5kw

WIDTH X LENGTH
3800mm X 950mm

CAPACITY
100-200tph

WEIGHT
4080KG
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